The term Requirements Engineering refers to this part of a database development cycle that involves investigating the problems and requirements of the users community and developing a conceptual specification of the future system. Natural language plays an important role during this stage that has proved to be crucial in the development of computerized systems. The required acquisition of application domain knowledge is achieved either through documents and texts analysis or by means of interviews i.e through language manipulation. Similarly validation of the specification is made via oral discussions with users.
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INTRODUCTION
The need for modelling techniques by which systems may be described in high level conceptual terms has been recognized in the earlier phases of Databases and Information Systems (DB/IS) development in industry, business and administration.
This has caused the introduction of various conceptual models that have proved to be extremely useful to build in a high level specification of the future system ( the so called conceptual schema) before this system is developed. (see the survey presented by Hull and King [Hull 87 ] for example).
However, the task of constructing the conceptual schema remains problematical. The route to reach the conceptual schema e.g the conceptual modelling process has the purpose of abstracting and conceptualizing the relevant part of the application domain. This is guided by requirements. The term Requirements Engineering introduced by Dubois [Dubois 89] has been used for this part of the DB/IS development that involves investigating the problems and requirements of the users community and developing a specification of the future system. The succeding phase, where this specification is realized in a working system which is verified against the specification may be called Design Engineering [Bubenko 90] . The acquisition task falls into two areas, namely, analysis and modelling. The
Requirements Engineering process starts with an observation of the real world, in order to identify pertinent real phenomena, their properties and constraints, and to classify similar phenomena into classes. Then the analyst represents and describes the classes, their properties and constraints through types of a specific conceptual model.
Analysis leads to problem-statements, while modelling allows the description of elements of the conceptual schema.
The validation task has the objective of checking whether the conceptual schema is consistent and whether it correctly expresses the requirements informally stated by the users.
In many cases, analysts are able to correctly use concepts of a model but have difficulties to abstract reality in order to represent it through these concepts. This is similar to school students who are able to use simple equations but have many difficulties to build in equations from problem-statements. Similarly correcting a conceptual schema is easy while validating its adequacy to requirements is more difficult.
Analysis, modelling and validation are cognitive processes. However, analysis is based on domain-dependent knowledge, modelling requires model-dependent knowledge and validation requires both. More generally, Vitalari has shown, [Vitalari 83 ], [Vitalari 85 ], that experienced analysts use different categories of knowledge namely : organization specific knowledge, application domain knowledge, development methodology knowlegde and functional domain knowledge.
It is the authors' belief that there is a need for CASE tools that support the Requirements Engineering process in a way that better reflects the problem solving behaviour of experienced analysts. This requires to identify, understand and formalize the cognitive mechanisms that allow the analyst to abstract reality and to represent it through concepts and to diagnose the specification from users points of view.
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OICSI 1 (French acronym for intelligent tool for information system design) is a system prototype based on this premise. It exploits knowledge-based paradigms to provide an active aid to DB/IS analysts during the Requirements Engineering process.
OICSI supports the analysts in the process of problem-statements acquisition, elicitation, modelling and validation.
In addition, the authors recognize that Requirements Engineering is mainly based on abstraction and have granted a privilege to a natural language approach.
Indeed, psychological research works dealing with the study of abstraction mechanisms show that abstraction is strongly interlocked with language manipulation.
Following this line, problem-statements in OICSI are expressed with the French natural language and automatically interpreted in terms of the OICSI conceptual model. Complementarily, OICSI uses a text generation technique to feed back to the user information about the specification ( i.e the conceptual schema).
This choice is enhanced by the fact that analysts do not proceed by direct observation of the real world but through a media which is the natural language. Indeed, the two most common ways for acquiring application domain knowledge are interviews and studies of existing documents (forms, legal documents...).
According to the OICSI paradigm illustrated in figure 1 .2, the analysis task refers to the description of the relevant real world phenomena using the French natural language, the modelling task refers to the mapping of problem-statements onto basic concepts of the OICSI underlying DB/IS development methodology and the validation task is based upon a paraphrased description of the conceptual schema in the French natural language. Using OICSI, the conceptual schema is hidden to the future system users. The "system referential", they have to understand, comment upon and validate, is expressed using natural language. Even for the analysts the conceptual model and the conceptual schema are partially hidden since OICSI automatically supports modelling as well as text generation.
However, it must be mentionned that OICSI provides a graphical interface.
Depending on their personal abilities to understand conceptual modelling, the analysts will use the most appropriate interface. Similar approaches to solving Requirements Engineering from the description of the application domain uttered with natural language sentences have been followed for example in the AMADEUS project which aims at combining graphics and natural language [Black 87] . Others examples are SECSI [Bouzegoub 86] and ACME [Kersten 86 ] which are conceptual modelling expert systems.
Text generation has been used in different areas of databases : it is an important matter in natural language interfaces to databases; it also used for tutorial purposes in learning a query language and for generating readable error messages. The remainder of this paper describes the natural language approach for Requirements Engineering and its implementation in OICSI. Section 2 presents the linguistic approach for requirements acquisition and elicitation. The paraphrasing mechanism for validation is presented in section 3. A brief overview of implementation aspects is given in section 4.
THE LINGUISTIC APPROACH
Conceptual modelling in OICSI is based on a linguistic approach that tries to formalize the linguistic mechanisms through which analysts are able to abstract observed phenomena onto concepts.
The problem-solving behaviour of analysts is first intuitively introduced. The "CASE for CASE" theory (which is the foundation of the formalization of the analyst behaviour) is thus recalled. Finally, our linguistic approach is detailled and the conceptual schema generation is presented.
Intuitive introduction to analysts problem solving behaviour
This section is an attempt to highlight the linguistic mechanisms used by analysts.
Let us imagine that our favorite analyst Ado is used to manipulate the EntityRelationship (E-R) model [Chen 76] . This means that Ado will try, when observing the real world, to identify classes of real world phenomena that can be modelled as entity types, attributes or relationship types.
Thus, during an interview, if Ado hears the sentence:
"A subscriber has a name and an address." he will probably introduces in the conceptual schema an entity type SUBSCRIBER with two attributes NAME and ADDRESS. Now, in order to understand the analyst behaviour, let us ask the question :"How did Ado get this result?".
A first response could be that Ado knows the meaning of the words "subscriber", "name" and "address", and how they relate one with others. This means that Ado uses a kind of common-sense knowledge to match the sentence onto the E-R schema. This knowledge is based on couples (word, real object) which allow to relate a word to a well known object in the real world.
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But assume now that the sentence is :
"The colydrena have a pedistylus and a folicul."
As Ado did, many analysts will make the hypothesis that the word "colydrena" is a non lexical object type that can be modelled by an entity type and that "pedistylus"
and "folicul" are two attributes related to the entity type. Ado is not certain that he did the right interpretation of the sentence but the interpretation is plausible and he can, later, validate its truth discussing with domain specialists.
In this case, Ado did not use the same kind of common-sense knowledge as previously. He does not know the meaning of the words (they are imaginary), but, however without any understanding of the words he found a model of the described situation (which is, indeed, correct).
Ado's reasoning is based on the recognition of a particular sentence pattern which is colloquial to him. The knowledge which is used, is a linguistic knowledge related to language manipulation. It allows him to recognize and to interpret the following sentence pattern :
<Subject Group><Verb expressing ownership><Complement Group>
The pre-established interpretation of such pattern allows Ado to associate the subject group of the sentence to a real entity class as the owner of the attributes represented by the complement group's words.
The linguistic knowledge is certainly the most common knowledge within the analysts population. Analysts use it, sometimes explicitly, but most often in an implicit way.
Our goal is to make explicit the different types of sentence patterns in order to formalize this kind of linguistic knowledge and to support the process of the problemstatements interpretation and modelling in a computerized way.
The linguistic approach implemented in OICSI is borrowed from the Fillmore's theory (1) and (2) of the figure 2.1 "John" is associated to the case AGENTIVE and "door" to the case OBJECTIVE; the word "key" in sentences (3), (4), (5) is associated to the INSTRUMENTAL case, while in sentences (6) and (7) "John" is associated to the DATIVE case.
Obviously, the same word can correspond to different cases in different sentences.
One complementary assumption of the Fillmore's theory is that the meaning of any clause is derivable from the meaning of the verb and the recognition of embedded cases. This leads to the identification of predefined patterns with associated derivable meanings.
For example, due to the fact that sentence (1) has a structure of the type:
<Verb expressing action, AGENTIVE, OBJECTIVE> allows to infer that "John" is the agent who performs the action on the object "door".
Sentences (1) and (2) correspond to the previously mentionned structure; the structure of sentence (3) The Fillmore's patterns allow to perform a classification of natural language sentences with regards to their structure and, thus, to infer their meaning according to the class they belong to.
Specialization of the Fillmore's case system
Experimentations of the Fillmore's theory convinced the authors that the theory was applicable and pertinent to support the DB/IS analysis and modelling process.
However, we reach the conclusion that the cases might be adapted to the purpose of establishing problem-statements allowing the construction of an DB/IS conceptual schema. Indeed statements about real world phenomena fall into two categories: fact descriptions and rules.
Examples of fact descriptions (we consider a subscription library system) are as follows:
(1) In the library, a book is described by a unique reference number, the authors' names, the publisher name and the year and version of editing.
(2) Last and first names of the subscriber, his address, first year of subscription and last date of subscription fees payment are recorded.
(3) The status of each copy of a book is recorded in real time.
Our understanding of facts is similar to the Nijssen's approach [Nijssen 89 ].
The following are examples of rules:
(1) Subscription fees are payed every year.
(2) A subscriber, properly registered (i.e who paid the fees) is called an "active" subscriber.
(3) A subscriber cannot borrow more than three books at the same time.
(4) Books are only loaned to active subscribers.
(5) When a loan request cannot be satisfied it becomes a "waiting request".
(6) After 13 months without paying the subscription fees, the subscriber status becomes "inactive".
(7) "Waiting request" are treated in their chronological order.
As just examplified, rules can express management rules independent or dependent of time, static constraint rules or dynamic constraint rules . 1 0 Sentences describing either facts or rules are the problem-statements that OICSI automatically interprets by performing a case approach.
The case classification
The case notion has been extended in two directions: cases are applicable to clauses and the classification of cases has been revised.
. According to the Fillmore's theory, cases relate to words in sentences. It is the authors' belief that the notion of case could be successfully applied not only to words but also to clauses in sentences. This allows to interpret a complex sentence in a topdown fashion. The case approach is first applied to subordinate clauses with regards to the verb of the main clause. Thus, the case approach is again applied to each of the subordinate clause.
. The classification of cases used by OICSI is as follows :
<OWNER, OWNED, ACTOR, TARGET, CONSTRAINED * , CONSTRAINT * , LOCALIZATION * , ACTION * , OBJECT>.
We examplified the meaning of these cases on the following set of sentences.
(1) A subscriber is described by a name, an address and a number.
(2) A subscriber borrows books.
(3)When a subscriber makes a request of loan, the request is accepted, if a copy of the requested book is available, else the request is delayed.
In sentence (1), "subscriber" is associated to the OWNER case and "name", "address" and "number" are associated to the OWNED case.
In sentence (2), "subscriber" is associated to the ACTOR case and the OWNER case, while "books" is associated to the OWNED case; these two cases express that there is a relationship between "subscriber" and "books". The entire clause is associated to the ACTION case.
In sentence (3) :
-the clause "When a subscriber requests for a loan" is associated to the LOCALIZATION case, 1 1 -inside this clause, the phrase "request of loan" is associated to OBJECT case, -the clause "if a copy of the requested book is available" is associated to the CONSTRAINT case, -the clause "the request is accepted" is associated to the ACTION and the CONSTRAINED case, -inside this clause, the word "request" is associated to the TARGET case. The clause : "any subscriber has a name and an address" matches the SP1 pattern and can be interpreted in the following way:
-the clause subject "any subscriber" plays the role of OWNER,
-"has" is the verb belonging to the ownership class,
-"a name " and "an address" are subject complements playing the role of OWNED.
It is obvious that patterns of the SP1 family are appropriated to fact sentences.
The sentence " loan-requests are made by subscribers" can be unified to pattern SP2. "Subscribers borrow books" is a clause that matches the BP1 pattern :
-"subscribers" as the subject of the clause plays the role of ACTOR,
-"borrow" is a verb belonging to the action class, 1 3 The clause : "when a subscriber returns a book copy" can be unified with BP2 pattern with the following interpretation:
-"when" is a conjunction that expresses the LOCALIZATION of the action,
-"a subscriber" is the subject that plays the role of ACTOR,
-"returns" is the verb that belongs to the action class,
-"a book copy" is the complement that plays the role of OBJECT of action.
BP3 is a pattern which deals with circumstancial complements and, for this reason, is not organized around the verb but around the preposition.
Within the clause: "As soon as the receipt of a subscriber's subscription fees, the subscriber's status is updated", the phrase "As soon as the receipt of a subscriber's subscribtion fees" matches the BP3 pattern with the following interpretation:
-"As soon as" is the preposition that describes the LOCALIZATION of action expresses by the clause, -"the receipt of a subscriber's subscribtion fees" is the phrase that plays the role of OBJECT.
Finally the BP4 pattern allows to interpret a particular type of clauses which describe actions such as "the loan is agreed upon".
At last CP1 is an example of constraint pattern.
CP1 : [Ng_subject](CONSTRAINED) [verbal form](state) [Ng_complement](CONSTRAINT)
The clause: "the number of loans is equal or less than three", can be unified to the CP1 pattern in such a way that:
-"the number of loans" plays the role of CONSTRAINED, and -"equal or less than three" is the predicate group associated to the CONSTRAINT case.
Sentence patterns
The sentence patterns define the cases of embedded clauses in a same sentence. SPT1 corresponds to sentences composed with only one main clause. This clause must be able to match : -either a structural pattern; the sentence "A subscriber is described by his name and his address" is an example of it, -or a behavioural pattern with a verb expressing an action; "Subcribers borrow copies of books" matches this pattern. The ACTION case is thus affected to the sentence, -or a constraint pattern; this corresponds to the sentence "The number of loans is limited to three". This sentence is associated to the CONSTRAINT case.
The subordinate clause that can be unified to a behavioural pattern determines the spatio-temporal LOCALIZATION of the action described by the main clause.
The sentence: "When there is a loan request, the loan is agreed only if the subscriber's status is "active" and if a copy of the requested book is available" corresponds to the
SPT2 pattern : -the clause "When there is a loan request" matches the BP2 pattern and is associated to the LOCALIZATION case; -the clauses "only if the subscriber's status" and "if a copy of the requested book is available" match the CP1 pattern and are associated to the CONSTRAINT case.
-the clause "the loan is agreed" matches the BP4 pattern and corresponds simultaneously to the ACTION and CONSTRAINED cases.
Conceptual schema generation
We assume that it is possible to simply link cases and concepts. Thus the conceptual schema generation is grounded upon rules that map cases onto concepts. These rules are dependant of the target conceptual model. Conversely the linguistic patterns are independent of a particular modelling technique and can be used within any design methodology. 1 5 Figure 2 .3 gives a brief overview of the main mapping rules implemented in the OICSI evirronment. We recall that OICSI is based upon the REMORA methodology [Rolland 82 ] which identifies four basic concepts namely, objects, actions, events and constraints. A detailed description of this aspect can be found in [Rolland 87 ]. These are the four type of nodes of the semantic net used by OICSI to implement the conceptual schema under construction. Arcs of the net are of five types : -rl : expresses a relationship between two objects nodes; -md : expresses that an action modifies an objetc; -tr : expresses that an event triggers an action; -act : expresses that an objetc has a particular state change which is an event;
-ct : connect a constraint to the node (object, action or event) which is constrained. 
CONCEPTUAL SCHEMA VALIDATION AND PARAPHRASING
The Requirements Engineering process includes also the validation cycle. In order to base the whole Requirements Engineering process on a natural language approach, we 1 7 propose to feed back to the user information about the conceptual schema using again the French natural language.
The paraphrasing technique we have developed has the scope to generate natural language texts using the words and expressions of the users community and avoiding to describe the conceptual schema contents in technical terms.
We introduce first the main principles of the techniques used for text generation and then we present our solution to conceptual schema validation by paraphrasing.
Principle of natural language generation
A system for text generation must be able to select information from some knowledge base and to organize it into a natural language text. Several approaches have been proposed for this purpose. Most of them use the distinction between the "what to say" from the "how to say". However, they differ from the degree of overlap of these two aspects.
The "what to say" deals with the determination of informations which are relevant for the purpose of the text, with what the users need to know, and how much detailed an object or event must be described.
The "how to say" deals with the choice of a linear order for the information selected, specifying how to aggregate the information (determination top-form paragraphs and sentence boundaries).
The structuralist approach, which is mainly represented by Bloomfield [Mounin 72 ], [Harris 85] , admits this distinction but concentrates the semantics in the "how to say". Finally the third approach admits that the major part of the semantic is included in the "what to say" and the minor part of it is in the "how to say" [Chomsky 57]. Chomsky who has initially followed the structuralist approach is the father of this third approach. It is eventually possible to complete the process by a structuration step which aims at reorganizing the collection of sentences into chapters, sections and paragraphs. 2 0
The OICSI paraphrasing process
Following the Chomsky's guidelines we have organized the process for paraphrasing from the conceptual schema to a French text into a similar way which is showned in figure 3 .2.
The knowledge base mentionned in figure 3 .2 is the OICSI base of facts i.e. the semantic net which represents the conceptual schema under construction.
The deep structure definition consists of grouping nodes and arcs of the semantic net. As a matter of fact, two rules are used in order to group in a same deep structure : -all the nodes and arcs describing an entity, -all the nodes and arcs describing an event and its triggered operations.
We name a situation of the semantic net, a set of nodes and arcs which correspond to a deep structure. This solution is motivated by the fact that we want to restitute to the users descriptions of their application domain as close as possible to the problem statements they have initially provided to the system. Following our assumption in section 2.3 , we consider that facts and management rules are the two easier entry points for users in the process of developing information systems.
Thus the text generated by the system will describe : -on one hand, the static aspects of the world through entities, their properties and relationships; -on the other hand, the behavioural aspects through rules with the standard pattern "when event, if condition then action".
For example, from the conceptual schema presented in the figure 3.3, the system recognizes the two deep structures showned in the figure 3.4. The 3.4a deep structure includes all informations about the entity BOOK, and the 3.4b deep structure includes all informations about the event "a subscriber requests for a loan".
The second step is the transformation of a deep structure into a surface structure. We make the hypothesis that the number of different types of situations in the conceptual schema is limited and that these situations are well defined. Therefore, the transformation step is based on a set of surface structure patterns which are associated to each type of situation.
For example, the 3.4a deep structure will be associated to the following surface structure:
sentence(verb(to have), subject(book), complement(title, many copies, one or many authors, one or many requests)). The last step is the linearization phase. Using lexical knowledge and the surface structure this step produces readable sentences. The main tasks realized here is :
-to conjugate correctly the verbs of the sentence; -to determine the conjonctions for the subordinate propositions;
-to select the appropriate articles.
For example, the sentences produced from the previously defined surface structure are :
-A book has a title, many copies and one or many authors.
-When a subscriber requests for a loan, if a copy of the requested book is available then the request is accepted.
IMPLEMENTATION OVERVIEW
The two processes, namely the conceptual schema generation process and the paraphrasing process are implemented in an expert system approach. This means that the two processes are performed by an inference engine which uses rules. For modularity and flexibility reasons the rules are Prolog production rules.
We limit ourselves to a brief overview of the two processes mentionning the different classes of rules and their role.
The conceptual schema generation process
The OICSI inference engine uses three main classes of rules :
-lexical and syntactic rules,
-linguistic rules,
-mapping rules, in order to progressively transform NL sentences onto nodes and arcs of the semantic net. The process is organized into three steps. The role of lexical rules is to determine the grammatical nature of each word of any clause of a sentence and to classify the verb clause into the four classes: ownership, action, state, emergence. Lexical rules use a dictionary which contains information about the grammatical nature of words and about the meaning and the classification of verbs. Syntactic rules allow the system, on one hand, to verify that a sentence belongs to the authorized language, and, on the other hand, to build up the syntactic trees.
These rules are based on the use of a generative grammar which corresponds to the system's grammatical knowledge.
. During the linguistic step, the system makes pattern matching in order to unify each syntactic tree with one of the sentence pattern defined in section 2, and to associate each syntactic unit with a case. Pattern matching and association of cases to the phrases of a sentence is performed simultaneously in the same rule. Basically any linguistic rule as the following form :
-the premise of the rule correspond to the conditions that allow to recognize the sentence (or clause) pattern, -the conclusions of the rule associate cases to elements of the sentence (or clause).
Patterns recognition is based both on the class of the verb (as identified during step 1 and attached to it in the syntactic tree) and on the grammatical structure of the sentence (or clause). Generally, a pattern is implemented through a set of linguistic rules in order to take into account the variety of grammatical structures. As an illustration, rules RL1 and RL2 are two examples of rules necessary for implementing the pattern SP1. * the notation OWNER(verb) and OWNED(predicate) mean that the role OWNER is played in regards to the verb and that the role OWNED is played in regards to the predicate. By default, the case meaning is in regards to the verb.
. Finally, the mapping step consists of building the semantic net. Each syntactic tree is mapped onto a set of nodes and arcs of the semantic net. Mapping rules implement the relationship summarized in figure 2.3 (see section 2). They allow to automatically build nodes and arcs of the semantic net from cases and patterns determined in the previous step.
The paraphrasing process
Similarly the OICSI inference engine uses three main classes of rules :
-extraction rules, -transformation rules, -linearization rules, in order to perform the three steps of the paraphrasing process illustrated in figure 3.2.
. Extraction rules are used to cluster nodes and arcs related to either an entity or an event type and to construct the corresponding deep structure.
. Transformation rules allow to map the deep structures into surface structures. A pattern matching mechanism is used in order to associate to a deep structure the appropriate surface structure.
. Linearization rules are used in order to rewrite a surface structure into a readable sentence. They include rules for to conjugate the verbs, to select the article and so on.
A major part of these rules use a dictionary which represents the lexical knowledge of the tool. 2 6 Obviously, the two processes (conceptual schema generation and paraphrasing) are performed in an interactive way. For example the user's aid may be sollicitated during the analysis step to add a new verb in the dictionary. At any time the user can ask for explanation about the system deductions and this can lead to pattern transformation. At last the analyst/user is allowed to directly manipulate the semantic net through a graphical interface in order to add, delete or change any arc or node of the net. In addition, the two processes are fully integrated. This means that the user can ask for paraphrasing from the conceptual schema at any point of its generation process. This allow to constantly keep the equivalence between a set of natural sentences and the formalized conceptual schema. We believe that this is helpful to validate the conformance of the system specifications to the user requirements.
Similar considerations have been discussed as the premise of the RUBRIC [Van Assche 88] and TEMPORA [Loucopoulos 90 ] projects.
A more detailed description may be found in [Loucopoulos 92 ].
CONCLUSION
The paper has argued that the natural language plays an important role during the DB/IS development cycle. Therefore, the ideas that Requirements Engineering should be supported by a Case tool based on a linguistic approach and that validation of specifications must be performed by means of text generation technique have been presented.
In a first time, the work reported in this paper is based on the premise that Requirements engineering is strongly interrelated to language manipulation. It represents an attempt at improving problem-statements elicitation, interpretation and modelling through the use of a linguistic approach. It is proposed that the problemstatements for an information system development should be expressed via natural language sentences. The work reported presents how a linguistic approach based on the Case notion can be used to automatically carry out the IS modelling. The paper details the linguistic approach and its implementation in the expert design system, known as OICSI. The thesis put forward in the paper is that the linguistic approach is general, in the double sense that it can be customized for different modelling techniques and, in addition, it can be applied in a wider sphere of problems. In a second time, the paper presents some solutions based on theorical linguistic works in order to validate the conceptual schema by paraphrasing from conceptual schema to natural language texts. This paraphrasing technique has the scope to generate natural language texts with words and expressions of the users community and avoiding description of the conceptual schema contents in technical terms.
